










Descriptive Writing
Spooky Tales

• Each day, you will be introduced to a 
section from a tale in the book. 

• You will then write that section yourself 
when the session has ended. 

• For the final piece, you will write your 
own spooky tale. Each day, you will learn 
how to write a section that can then be 
adapted for your own story.

• Until we get to the final piece, I think you 
should stick to the same characters, 
locations, story lines that happen, but of 
course you can add things if they make 
your writing successful.



Wednesday 29th April 2020

LO: To use appropriate endings / 
conclusions.



An ending with 
a twist?

• What is a twist in a story?



So, a twist is when something 
unexpected happens within the 
plotline. You really didn’t’t expect it 
to happen.

Should result in leaving the reader 
shocked. It’s a surprise ending. 



Epilogue



His stories now told, Old Man Blackwood leaned 
back into his chair and folded his arms over his 
chest, the hook on his prosthetic arm squeaking 
as it clasped open and closed.
“Thank you for telling us those stories, Mr 
Blackwood,” said Skeeter uneasily as he stood. “I 
guess we’ll be off now.”
“Wait,” blurted Thomas. “It’s only been twelve. He 
said there were thirteen true ghost stories, and 
he’s only told us twelve.”
Old Man Blackwood laughed, mucus crackling in 
his lungs as if about to erupt into a coughing fit.
“Tell us the thirteenth ghost story,” said Thomas 
insistently. “I wanna hear it!”
“Come on, Thomas, Blackwood leaned forward. 
“You already know the story.”



Take a couple of minutes to think about and answer 
these questions in the comments section.

What do you think the first written sign is, that 
there might be a twist coming?

What do you think the twist might be?



Thomas stared back into the chalky eyes of Old Man 
Blackwood, as a memory slowly came to his mind like 
the first steps of a rainstorm. 
Thomas spoke slowly, and methodically. “There were 
once two boys who snuck out of bunks at midnight. 
They were hoping to hear a ghost story from the 
winter groundskeeper who lived on the outskirts of 
their camp. But on the way, the boys got stuck in the 
wet marsh mud and couldn’t get free. That mud was 
like quicksand, and slowly it swallowed them. The 
camp was forced to close. But…the groundskeeper 
remained in his little cabin, where every night, he is 
still visited by the ghosts of the two boys, who want to 
hear the thirteen true ghost stories, of which … their 
story is the last.”



Take a couple of minutes to think about and answer 
these questions in the comments section.

So what is the twist?

Do you think it was a good twist? Why?



So… why do I like this?

In terms of the entire book, it is a very clever way to end the story.

The whole time, you are lead to believe the two boys are just 
listening to ghost stories. 

At no point, should you really be expecting them to be ghosts 
themselves.



Possible Twists

I Am Your Father: In a pivotal battle, Luke discovers that Darth Vader, his 

ultimate nemesis, is actually his father.

It Was Me All Along: This plot twist turns the magnifying glass inward to reveal 

that there was something off about the main character all along.

Will The Real Evil Guy Please Stand Up? Harry battles through 

three perilous stages of the Triwizard Tournament to find that the real villain has been under 
his nose throughout the entire novel

Nice Job Breaking It, Hero! Mr. Incredible helps a mysterious benefactor 

destroy a violent robot only to discover that his actions have actually helped the evil 
Syndrome develop the perfect killing machine.

That Wasn’t The Actual Final Boss: Bruce Wayne has subdued The 

Scarecrow when Henri Ducard, Bruce’s old mentor, shows up and reveals that he is Ra’s al 
Ghul

Bet You Thought You’d Seen The Last Of Me: Previously 

presumed dead after falling off the Bridge of Khazad-dûm during a battle with a Balrog, 
Gandalf makes a surprise comeback.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0lhHDXimoLc


• Success Criteria

Time to start writing. 

Today I want you to create your own possible storylines to fit the plot twists on the 
previous page.

Each twist has a brief description of how it happened in a film. That is what I want you to 
do. Come up with characters, places, events to create twists.

So there is not much writing to do. I just want you to be creative.

You have 45 minutes, so work your way through the different twists and see how many 
you can do in the time.

Maybe you will use one of these twists for the story that you will write next week.


